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Five day forevast for northern and central California: No
precipitation except for possible rain in the extreme northwest during the middle of this
week. Temperatures are expected to be near normal.
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Gridders Win
g-rid squad NMI it%
The
first game of the season by
defeating Arizona State 21-14
Saturday night at Spartan
Stadium. See sports page for
the details.
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Teachln Draws 400
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INQUIRY AND ADVOCACYSJS President
Robert D. Clark addresses the Friday demonstration protesting U.S. involvement in the Vietnam
war. He did not take part in the protest, but
welcomed the demonstrators by saying, "I am

here for the sole purpose to reaffirm the policy
of San Jose State College--that our students,
as responsible citizens, should have available to
them the right of inquiry and advocacy."

Two Amendments

Voting Begins for Frosh Posts

%Mk

Balloting begins today for eight
freshman positions in ASB government and on two ASB constitutional amendments.
The polls will be open from 8:30
a.m. to 7:30 p.m. today and from
8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday.
The polls are located at the San
Carlos Street end of Seventh
Street, on Seventh Street in front
of the Spartan Cafeteria and across
from the Spartan Bookstore, Ellis
Rother, F:lection Board chairman,
said.
The four candidates receiving
the most votes will be elected
freshman representatives. Freshman Assembly officers need a majority vote for election.
Ten of the 16 candidates are
battling for four seats on the
Student Council. The candidates
are: Julie Ahlenius (SPUR), Rich-

Freshman Assembly are being
sought by six candidates. Running
for executive director are Dick
Soto and Glen Williams (SPUR).
Christy Cleary (SPUR) and Don
Smith are campaigning for Freshman Assembly department director.
Rise Krag and Scot Smith, both
of SPUR are running without opVoting for friihman assembly position for executive secretary
candidates, freshman retirement- and finance director respectively.
There are two ASB constituat h es, two const it it tional
amendments, and fixe tIOMPCOM- tional amendments on the ballot.
One calls for the deletion of all
ing Queen finalists will be held
from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. to- "references in the ASB Constitution to the ASTI executive secdes and tomorrow.
Polling booths are located in retary." This effectively changes
front of the cafeteria and the the offices of executive secretary
Sparbin Bookstore, and on the from an elective to an appointive
corner Of Seventh and San one.
Carlos Streets.
The ASB president would make
the appointment.
A two-thirds vote is required
for passage of the amendments.
The other amendment on the
ballot states that any candidate
for AS13 office must be taking six
units of classes at the time of his
election and during his term in
VISTA, often called the domes- office.
tic Peace Corps. is part of the
Johnson Administration’s antipoverty campaign.
Volunteers are trained to live
and work with the poverty-stricken in various areas of the United
States.
Representing VISTA will he
Miss Liz Johnston, Miss Jean
Compton, Miss Ella McCall, and
The Board ol Truslees of the
.Tess Portugal.
They will he available to give California State Colleges, meeting
information and answer questions at Cal State, Long Beach, Thursin booths on Seventh Street and day, voted a proposed
budget of
in fmnt of Spartan Bookstore.
VISTA headquarters will be lo- S19.2 million to SJS for the coming year and gave final approval
cated in Barracks 13.
Last year the VISTA drive to SJS’ Academic Master Plan.
The costs of running SJS are
yielded 63 applications. Twelve
SJS students are currently serving rising at the rate of $2 million
in the program and two are in a year at least that’s the way
the Board of Tru.stees feel.
t raining.
The Trustees voted a pmposed
Professors interested in having
a member of the group speak to budget of $19,268.213 for SJS for
their classes concerning the or- the 1966-67 fiscal year.
The quoted figure is nearly $4
ganization should contact the office of the Dean of Students, million above last year’s budget
of $15,281,7S2, and $2 million above
ADM269.
ard Battin, Barry Brown (SPUR).
Charlie Brown, John Graham,
Karen Larsen (SPUR), Effie Ragsac, Gerry Roney, Monica Thompson and Barry Turkus (SPUR).
The four elective posts in the

Cast Your Vote

VISTA Recruiting Team
Begins Campus Drive Today
Volunteers in Service to America (VISTA) will hold its second
annual recruiting drive on the
SJS campus all this week, according to Hal Smith, assistant to the
dean of students.

CBS Commentator
To Talk on U.S.
CBS Washington Correspondent
Martin Agronsky will he the guest
of Sigme Delta Chi and the ASB
Thursday.
Agronsky, who has covered
Washington for 15 years for both
CBS and NBC, will speak on
"The United States in a Changing World,’’ in Concert Hall at
10::30 p.m.
He will be the guest of SDX at
a luncheon held in Cafeteria "A"
after his lecture. President Clark,
a long-time friend of the newsman will attend the luncheon,

By SANDE LANGE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Egg-throwing in Chicago, Hell’s
Angels in Berkeley and a "coffin"
march at SJS marked this weekend’s International Days of Protest sponsored by a number of local and national political action
groups.
The protests were held across
the U.S. to voice disapproval of
U.S. involvement in the war in
Vietnam. The largest group assembled Friday at U.C. at Berkeley,
where more than 9,000 people attended an all-day teach-in and
marched in an orderly parade.
On the SJS campus, students,
faculty. and community members
numbering close to 400, gathered
on the athletic field between the
dorms at noon to hear anti-Vietnam speakers at the 10-hour-long
teach-in sponsored by Students for
a Democratic Society (SDS).
Pres. Robert D. Clark opened
the event, saying, "I am here for
the sole purpose to reaffirm the
policy of San Jose State College
that our StUdents, as responsible
citizens, or as young men and
women about to become citizens,
should have available to them the
rights of inquiry and advocacy."
Dr. Clark asked the demonstra-

’One’s Free Will
Dante’s Purpose,
Di Sorbello Says
"Man has the choice of freeing
or damning himself, and this reassertion of man’s free will was
Dante’s purpose," according to Dr.
Uguccione Ranieri di Sorbello, distinguished author, who spoke
Thursday night at Concert Hall
as part of the ASB Forum Lecture
Series.
Pres. Ftobert D. Clark: who introduced Dr. di Sorbello to a nearly
full house, quoted T. S. Eliot to
exemplify the importance of the
topic: "Shakespeare and Dante divided the world between them;
there is no third."
Dr. di Sorbello, who spoke with
a curious mixture of British and
Italian accents, is here from Italy
especially to commemorate the
700th anniversary of Dante Alighieri’s birth. He is currently
speaking at colleges and universities in the Bay Area.
In his speech, entitled "Dante
Then and Now," the Italian scholar
(Continued ou Page 3)

tors that they, while exercising
their own rights, recognize the
rights of others.
Dr. Conrad Borovski, assistant
professor of foreign languages, followed the President, saying, "It is
the duty of everyone to protest
against this unofficial war."
"The time has come to act," he
continued, "to end this terrible
bloodshed, to bring the truth closer
to the public." In closing he remarked, "A greater mind will tri-

YAF Members Clash
With Teach-In Group
By RICH THAW
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Students for a Democratic Society, the group favoring U.S.
withdrawal from Vietnam, found
itself in a minor battle with the
Young Americans for Freedom
during the 11 -hour teach-in on
campus Friday.
The YAF and some members of
the SJS Young Republicans gathered on Seventh Street and began
to march toward the teach-in area
between the two dormitories.
They carried large, black coffins,
dripping with red paint that spelled
out names of nations now with
HunCommunist governments
gary, Cuba, etc.
As they marched, Ira Meltzer,
co-editor of The New Student, a
somewhat left-of-center publication, marched alongside the coffins,
shouting invitations to all to join
him in protest of the U.S.’ "occupation of Vietnam."
While waiting for the stop light
to change on Seventh Street, Bill
Pollacek, former YAF president,
advised Meltzer to "Drop dead!"
"Is that a quote?" inquired
Meltzer.
The coffin-bearers marched on
to the teach-in with a musical
accompaniment the particinants
in the teach -in greeted them with
"We Shall Overcome."
The marchers continued to move
around the many persons seated
on the lawn.
"we shall live in peace."
When the coffin -bearers came to
a stop, a girl carrying a sign reading "Get Out of Viet Nam Now!"
walked in front of the YAF members and their coffin.s.
Undaunted, a YAF member blew
taps on a trumpet.
The speaker at the teach-in

$19.2 Million Budget

Trustees Approve Master Plan
this year’s estimated budget of
$17,795,889.
The proposed budget for all the
state colleges is $171.7 million. $30
million mere than the current fiscal year.
The large increase is predicted
on an additional 11,272 full time
students next year, bringing the
full tiine equivalent for the state
colleges up to 132,907 students.
SJS now, officially. has an Academic Master Plan. Final approval
of the extensively documented plan
came with a unanimous vote by
the Trustees.
Only three of California’s 18
State Colleges have not had their

umph as long as all guns are silent."
As the crisp, sttnny afternoon
wore on, Dr. Richard Tansey, professor of art, discussed what he
said was the unimaginative creation of policy in the U.S. He said
our policy of intervention puts us
in the position of telling other people what their good of life is, and
this is wrong.
Dr. Robert W. Zaslow, assistant
professor of psychology, likened

Academic Milsier Plans presented
for the first reading to the Educational Policy Committee: Cal
State, Palos Verdes; Cal State,
Long Beach; and Stanislaus State
College.
The Trustees resolved that SJS’
Aeademic Master Plan, "be reviewed and revised periodically,
as may be necessary, subject to
the approval of the Board of
Trustees."
SJS has also heen requested "to
review its programs in line with
the declared rxilicy of the Board to
encourage broadly ba.sed degrees
of high academic quality and avoid
unnecessary proliferation."

podium then invited the YAF’ers
to stay for the teach-in "since
most of them have come from as
far away as Orange County."
"Two coffins are missing," the
man at the podium said, "--Selina,
Ala., and McComb, Miss."

Vietnam and the U.S. to a fouryear-old boy hitting a football
player, and the football player not
knowing what to do.
Other speakers included Bill
Cole, 1965 SJS graduate, Bud Anderson, assistant professor of psychology, and Dr. James Pratt, assistant professor of political sciencs, who delivered a concise history of U.S. policy of intervention.
As Dr. Martin Birnbach, assistant professor of political science,
concluded remarks on depersonalization of the war by the press, 22
members of the Young Republicans
led by Bob Armstrong, marched
onto the field carrying black cardboard coffins labeled in dripping
red paint East Germany, Albania,
Rumania, Bulgaria, Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Cuba and
Vietnam.
Forming a semi-circle around
the field, the coffin carriers played
taps on a bugle as the protest
audience sang "We Shall Live in
Peace." The Y.R.s were asked by
the demonstration leaders to speak
but declined.

--Photo by Steve Starr
COFFIN MARCHMembers of the San Jose Young Republicans
carry coffins labeled with the names of countries behind the Iron
Curtain to protest the demonstration on campus Friday.
(Paid Political Advertisement)

Frosh Candidates
Explain Platforms
Platform thesis statements were
announced this morning by 16
candidates for Freshman Assembly offices and Student Council
posts for the election which runs
today and tomorrow.
PROM REPRESENTATIVE
Julie Ahlenius (SPUR): "I want
to do what I can to improve cultural activities at SJS."
Richard Baffin: "Freshmen
should break away from conformity."
Barry Brown (SPUR): "I would
like to see a gradual easing of
restrictions regarding two semester housing contracts."
Charlie Brown: "I have chosen
to run unaffiliated so I can he
free from all influences when
elected. I feel I can best benefit
my constituents through careful
analysis and investigation of issues and through initiation of
legislation designed to benefit the
st udents."
John Graham: "I seek the office of freshman representative
in order to initiate, support programs designed at enhancing the
(Continued on Page 3),
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By JOHN HELD
Thanks to TV’s rating system, SJS
students can feel safe.
No longer need they stare at their sets
alone with a piddling little group ()I’ 1.1
million other viewers.
For TV’s program managers are nothingif they are not the makers of charts.
They must rate to the decimal j
or he damned.

Editorial Comment

’Approved’ Policy Failing
pprov ed hott-ing at SJS appears
to lw losing ground. The oft -cursed
system which compels students under
21 to abide by school restrictions is
a joke around the campus cotnmunity.
Initiated in Phil. approved housing
%. as origi I I% de, igned to pro% itle
-ccuritv and guidance for freshmen
and (.11).1) mane of tbe extra-curricular
alai% ities ut SJS.
Ettforcetnent of the approved housing policy has degenerated to such a
degree that nearly anyone who wishes
may live unapprov ed. Only freshmen
and transfers are really affected by the
rest net ion.

a

l’etitions supposedly are required
for minors who live out of school jurisdiction. Ithougli there has been no
official statement of a change in this
regulation. housing office statistics
show a considerable rise in the number
of students living unapproved.
This trend toward unapproved living is t.% itlenced by the switch of several large apartment buildings, preiously designed for female residents,
h. unapproved liv ing centers.
Slane approved li% ing centers may

charge students $00 to $110 a month
for a usually well -used, second-class
sing four or six stuapartment I
dents. Rent for a two -bedroom unapproved apartment near campus may
average $150 a month or 837.50 per
student.
Students living unapproved are not
forced to sign a rontract or pay in
advance. Those unfortunate enough to
live in approved housing often must
do both.
Such practices are against the
tenets of free enterprise. Why should
some apartment managers have this
competitive advantage at the expense
of their customers?
Another irony of approved housing
is that it is unique at SJS. No other
state or city college in California has
the elaborate policing of student residence qualifications SJS has.
The double standards of haphazard
enforcement of housing restrictions
and rent price differentials are unrealistic.
The housing office should enforce
the approved living plan more stringently, or else steps should be taken
to eliminate approved housing.

Thrust and Parry

Mason Misinterprets Sharp Satire
Editor:
Doug Eads (Thrust and Parry, Oct. 14)
teels my writings are "devastating parodies
uf conservative thought." Unfortunately I
must disappoint him, for I am quite serious
in most of my writing.
Eads sees humor in someone else’s defense
of individual liberty, or U.S. policy in Viet
Nam, or accuracy in reporting, or honesty
in government or any one of a number of
things I have defended. This fact is sad commentary on Ead’s sense of humor, which appears quite grim, to say the least.
I imagine Eads would be rolling in the aisles
laughing to hear of the Viet Cong cold-bloodedly murdering thousands of Vietnamese to
terrorize the populace into submission.
Eads must think it very humorous when
politicians spread deliberate lies to cover
up for their own blunders. and get away with
it. Eads no doubt, glows with glee when
someone is jailed because he can’t affottl
payment of his income tax, or because he
refuses to participate in a goverrunerrt program which he feels is morally wrong.
Eads must min in utter dellgh at the

thought of nearly one billion of his fellow
human beings living as slaves in Communist
nations. Laugh it up, Flad.s.
AI mason
A9595

Featured Grad Says
Library Quote Wrong
Editor:
In the recent Spartan Daily feature (Oct.
11 on my research project, great liberties were
taken on the interpretation of my remarks.
The sentence of the article in point is: "Ann
says she enjoys her work here at SJS, but
feels that the library is woefully inadequate
for students doing serious research in science."
Yet, I do find the library very useful as
a "starter" because the "Biological Abstracts,"
"Zoological Record," and many other bird
journals are present.
I was surprised to find so many books here,
especially the more recently published books
that I have found.
Ann Miller
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My Existential Ways

Equality for Coeds
By TOM MEAD
SJS coeds, the time has contr. to rise
up and end this discrimination. The injtudiees against you are unfounded.
cr.

It is only now that such outright 464lion contes to the foreground.
Picking up a recent Spartan Daily

the femme reader mas struck with. "Carol
Dodo to Appear (Clothed) at SJS."
Further investigation reveals this popular North Beach swimmer will entrance
the campus with her beauty.
This is all fine and dandy, but it brings
back an old tale which typifies the lack
of depth
the male populace.
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 20

SPECIAL

On this date a State Government representative will be
on campus to discuss ptwitions in RIGHT OF WAY
the profession of appraisal, negotiation, acquisition, and
management of real estate.

Mon., Tues.,
and Wed.

[very

\S PAGHETTI
All

you

To qualify for a career in this interesting field, a major
in Business or Public Administration or ficonomics may
help but is nut required. Liberal Arts majors do well too.

can eat

parking
78 S.

at Al’s & Furl
3rd
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ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
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E Sonto Clara Street

WEEKLY
DANCE
CONTEST

Wednesday Nite, Oct. 20
Join the IN -CROWD at the 1.11)0 and rock to the beat
"Illemler.snellii
Illosir".
sounds of TIIE GAUCHOS. William F. Williams from
1XLIV will also he on band to MC the DANCE CONTEST!

Starting salary: 56,120
Promotional outlook: excellent

$1.00
kfree

CHARTED SUCCESS
Without popularity charts, chalky ped
ants might confront us daily with sue,
dancing.
Perish the thought.
It gladdens our hearts to see what i
so palpably true: there walks Honey Wes
and there plainly enough stands
woman for whom the solution to eve
problem is a quick draw.
e feel safe knowing everything
so clear cut.
DECIMAL DECISION
Ours is the security of having a sho
assigned a decimal point on a popularit
chart instead of having a show reviewe
by a critic or, worse yet, left to o
judgment.
Imagine the awesome responsibility
having to fonn a critical opitsion
support it.
Thank goodness the decision to dro
a show is covertly made for us.
POPULAR PREDICTION
Since popular programs are usual!
predictable, precious little sweat of II
brow goes into watching them.
With a TV set for an escape hatch. %
can evade reality.
In the vernacular of the hipster,
can "play it cool."
We can rentain detached.
We must not relate to things around
Thou shalt not commit Thought.
For critical thinking is always det
mental to fat souls.

MAKE AN INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT
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A Vote "No" for God

Presents . . .
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Not too long ago, a couple was frequenting a popular 1,08 Angeles entertain.
’tient place commonly called Hollywood
A Go Go.
The thoroughly entranced male caught
his (late falling asleep at a time when
all eyes should have been gazing on the
center stage.
"What’s wrong?" he queried. His date
appropriately replied, "What’s in it for
me?"
The appearance of Miss Doda on campus is considered by some the greatest
thing "that will happen on campus" this
semester.
Two year. ago, the men started outnumbering the w lllll en on campus, but the
rights of more than 8,000 coeds should
not be overlooked.
Just uhat Nliss Dodo offers to the
female interest on campus has yet to be
determined.
True, the campus males will be in
ecstacy, but must the coeds he ignored
just to publicize an organization and a
magazine?
Despite the lack of foresight on the
part of many campus males, this writer
has come up with an answer to the present
female discrimination.
Within the very near future, the cam.
pus will be visited by the male counterpart of whatever Miss Doda represents.
Perhaps Steve Reeves or Se,an Connery
can be persuaded to perform the "swim"
for the SJS coed to counterbalance this
apparent discrimination.
Fully clothed, too.

PRESIDENT SECOND
And President Johnson’s TV report 1(
the nation ran second to "Mr. Eol," th
talking horse.
The President may find himself with
out a sponsor.
Recently Margot Fonteyn starred i
the Royal Ballet Company’s TV adaj
tation of Sergei Prokofiev’s ballet "Chi
derella."
It got a low rating, so forget it.
Cinderella is not a Heade.

Paid Religious Advertisement
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COMPUTER’S TASTE
So with the tastes of computers, managers cancel shows, not because the show,
have had reviews, but because they have
less than 15 million viewers.
Last season "East Side/West Side,’
"The Richard Boone Show," and the "Du
Pont Show of the Week" were rated high
by critics and laid low by ratings.
The dramas were canceled jti,t hefor
TV came down with a bad caw uf
re-runs.

COME AS YOU ARE
San Jose

brOchUre
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Jesus Christ said, "He who is not with me, is against me, and he
who does not gather with me, scatters" (Matthew 12:30). That is,
a neutral or uncommitted attitude towards Jesus Christ is a "no"
vote for God.
Jesus Christ said, "No man can serve fwo masters; for either he
will hate fhe one, and love the other; or else he will hold to the one,
and despise the other. You cannot serve God and memmon"
(Maffhew 6:24). Serving God and living for self is not just unfeasibis, but totally impossible, Jesus said.
Jesus Christ said, "I am the vine, you are the branches. His who
abides in me, and I in him, he it is that bears much fruit, for apart
from me you can do nothing" (John 15:5). All activity which does
not spring from trust and dependence in Him is worthless and of no
value in God’s sight, Jesus said. Failure to make a positive "yes,
will" response to Jesus Christ is an automatic "no" vote for God.
These claims of Jesus Christ have been verified by countless
millions through the ages who have discovered new life with meaning
and purpose as a result of their response to the Lord Jesus. Released
hem their futile ways and frustrated search for peace in
dying
world, those who know and obey Jesus Christ find full, fruitful life
Me as God Intended if to be. But eut off from God, the man of
the world by his conduct and actions is voting "no" for God, storing
up for himself the pain and anguish of eternity in total separation
from Him who is Life and Truth arid Love.
You alone can decide whether to accept or reject Jesus Christ,
but His has not left us the choice of remaining neutral. Your "yes"
in response fo His offer will bring you f
info His family. Jesus
said, "Come unto me all ye that labor and are heavy laden and I
will give you mt. Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am
meek and lowly In heart; and ye shall find rest for your souls. For
my yoke is easy and my burden is light" (Matthew I 1:211-30).

Contemporary Christians on Campus
Box 11791 Palo Alto
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Job Interviews -4.chanical engineering, industrial engineering. math, physics and chemistry nutjors for positions in product development, manufacturing
and programming (commercial,
scientific and systems programming).
City of San Jose: those majors
to coordinate with positions in
tomon ROW
engineering, planning, administraIBM Corporation: sales office, tion, librarians, sanitarians and
engineering majors for positions microbiologists. Must be U.S. citiin sales, and systems engineering. zen. Area of work is San Jose.
Isiale or female. Area of work is
the Bay Area of Western United WEDNESDAY
States.
IBM Corporation: plant. (See
IBM Corporation: plant, elec- the above for information).
metrical engineering majors,
Cienend Electric Company: electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, chemical engineering.
industrial engineering, material
science, physics and chemistry majors for positions in engineering
TODAY
,
Alpha Lambda Delta, 4:30 p.m., and science. Immigration visa
not a U.S. citizen. Male or female
F0104, regular meeting.
Area
of work is the U.S.
Humanist* on Campus (HOC),
Owen-1111;101N Inc.: business
7:30 p.m., CH161, discussion on
administration,
product manage"Existentialism as it Relates to
ment, industrial engineering, meI lum a nism."
chanical
engineering
and indusTOMORRoW
Social Affairs C
nee. 3:30 trial technique majors for positions
p.m., Student Union, regular meet- in industrial engineering or management trainee and sales. Must
ing.
Phi Upsilon Omicron, 11:30 a.m., be a U.S. citizen. Must be a male I
Home Ec. 1, sophomore social hour, who has completed his military
freshmen, sophomores and transfer service. Area of work is the Pa -1
cific Coast.
home economic majors invited.
State Disiadon of Highways:
Chriatian Science Organization,
7:30 p.m., Memorial Chapel, regu- business administration, economic,
etc. majors for a po.sition as a
lar meeting.
junior right of way agent. Must
Society of Automotive Engineers,
7:30 p.m., AB107, one hour work be a U.S. citizen. Male only. Area
if work is statewide.
session on Fowler engine will follow short meeting.
THURSDAY
The Social Work Club, 3:30
The Pacific Telephone and Telep.m., CH167, meeting on group graph Co.: electrical engineering.
dynamics.
mechanical engineering, industrial
Epsilon Eta Sigma, 3 p.m., Cafe- engineering, math, physics, liberal
teria room B, new members wel- arts and business administration
comed, guest speaker, Dr. Robert majors for positions as engineers
C. Gordon, professor of English. at the management level, systems
Circle K Club, 1:30 p.m., Cafe- engineers, administration, superteria A, regular meeting.
vision, customer contacts, sales
Baptist Student Union, 9:30 a.m., and accounting. Must be a U.S.
Library North201, B.S.U. Bible dis- citizen. Male only. Area of work
cussion group.
is northern California.
American Marketing AssociaWells Fargo Bank: business adtion, 7 p.m., Johnny’s Steakhouse, ministration, accounting, finance,
610 Coleman Ave., San Jose, guest economic and liberal arts majors
speaker, William Ehrie, operations for positions in management
research manager of Southern Pa- trainee. trust trainee, agricultural
cific, will speak on "Marketing trainee, operations trainee. Must
and the Computer."
be a U.S. citizen. Male only. Area
International Relations Club, of work is Northern California.
Owens-Illinois, Inc.: (See above
3:30 p.m., CH162, plans for semester to be discussed. Membership information.)
drive.
FRIDAY
WEDNESDAY
The Pacific Telephone and TeleHawaiian Club (Hui-O-Kama- graph Co.: (See above for informaaina 1, 7 p.m., M250, regular meet- tion.)
ing.
The Firestone Tire and Rubber
THURSDAY
Co.: industrial engineering, meStudent California Teachers’ As- chanical engineering, chemical ensociation, 4 p.m., BBQ pits in back gineering and chemistry majors
of women’s gym.
for positions as junior engineers
methods and standards department
involving technical service, statistical quality control, laboratory
and production supervision. Must
be a U.S. citizen. Male only. Area
of work is Salinas.
Owens-Illinois Inc.: (See above
informat ion. )
High participation, not a certain
monetary amount, is the goal of
the 1965 SJS United Fund (UF)
drive, Dr William R. Blythe,
The Occupational Therapy
associate professor of civil engineering and campus chairman of Challenge Examination will be
given Dee. S.
the drive, announced.
Further informaHon may be
"In past UF efforts, a little less
than 50 per cent of SJS employes obtained in liB420.
contributed," Dr. Blythe said. "This
time, we are pushing high participation rather than some specific
monetary goel."
The actual goal set for the SJS
drive, which will solicit all emA Sophomore Social Hour for
ployes on the college payroll, is
$15.061, George Szudi, executive freshman, sophomore and transfer
director of the Santa Clara County home economics majors will be
held tomorrow in Home Ec. 1
UF drive, said.
Dr. Robert D. Clark, SJS presi- from 11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
The Social Hour is being spondent, is chairman for the UF’s
education division in the San Jose sored by Phi Upsilon Omicron,
area. His goal, to be solicited from home ec. honor society.
A presentation will be made to
employes of grammar schools, high
schools, junior colleges and col- the sophomore home ec. major
leges, public and private, is set who had the highest G.P.A. as a
freshman last year.
at $50,168, Szudi said.
Ali intersiews are held in the
Placement Center, MMUS. Appointment Signiips Legin on
Tuesdasto tor c pans interslew% the following week. January grads may obtain further
schedule inforniation at the
Placement Center.
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Magazine Sale Set
subscription. f.
may be purchased
1 r

the IleW feature inaguAine which
combines 1.yke and La Torre, will
be on sale trsiay through October
26.

leftrt
f

PARADE DRESS Homecoming Queen contestants Lynn Nibbe (r) and Barbara Naughton
are escorted by Mike McMahar (1) and Pete
Friedricksen during the rehearsal for the fashion

show a+ 10:30 this morning in the Cafeteria.
Miss Naughton is sponsored by Arnold Air Society and Angel Plight. Alpha Tau Omega fra
+emit)/ nominated Miss Nibbe.

Students To Sefect
Homecoming Finalists
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Homecoming queen semi-finalists
will appear in a fashion show for
the student body at 10:30 a.m.
today in the Spartan Cafeteria.
Voting to select five finalists
in the contest will begin immediately after the show. Polls for
the Homecoming Queen and freshman elections will be open from
8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. both today
and tomorrow. Finalists will be
announced Wednesday.
The ten semi-finalists modeling
in the fashion show this morning
are the Misses Linda Eckberg,

Corynne Gray, Carol Hales, Betts
Lou Mathes, Barbara Naughton.
Lynn Nibbe, Kris Oxsen, Judy Salberg, Jo Ann Sobey, and Laurie
Vann.
The coeds will be modeling
clothes from Stuart’s Apparel in
San Jose. The 1964 Homecoming
Queen, Miss Mary Blomquist, will
moderate the program.
Final campus elections will be
held Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct.
26 and 27. The queen will be announced at the Coronation Ball
on Friday, Oct. 29.

Office-Seekers
State Objectives

Speaker Praises
Dante’s Efforts

(Continued from Page 1)
cultural, social and educational
opportunity of all students."
Karen Larsen (SPUR): "We
ought to get everyone out to vote.
I basically support the SPUR
platform."
Effie Ragsac: "Some of the
other candidates are picking issues out of a hat to attract attention for the election. I feel representatives should investigate the
ideas and proposals before council and know how a decision will
affect the school."
Gerry Roney: "There should be
communication between the freshman class and organizations on
campus. The establishment of a
freshman information agency
would improve communication."
Monica Thompso n: "There
should be better communication
between the freshman representatives and members of the freshman class."
Barry Turkus (SPUR : "I
strongly support a substantial
increase in the salaries of the professors of SJS."
ASSEMBLY EXEC. DIRECTOR
Dick Soto: "The Freshman Assembly, in order to be effective
must have a student politician
with college level experience. Becau.se of my former activities as
freshman representative I feel I
have this necessary experience."
Glen Williams (SPUR): "I feel
the Freshman Assembly can only
be a success if it represents the
majority of the freshman class,
undertakes worthwhile projects,
and if sufficient students take an
active part.
ASSEMBLY DEPT. DIRECTOR
Christy Cleary (SPUR,: "I
would like to see SJS spirit rejuvenated. Through the Freshman
Assembly some unity can be established, and spirit will come out
of this unity."
Don Smith: "This year’s Freshman Assembly will have to set the
precedent for all the ones that
follow .
I would like to put my
experience in student government
and committee work to see that
the Assembly aids the ASB wherever possible."
ASSEMBLY EXEC. SECRETARY
Rise Krag (SPUR): "I’m looking forward to serving the Freshman Assembly I hope to start a
new tradition by reactivating the
Freshman Assembly."
FROSH FINANCE DIRECTOR
Scot Smi,h (SPUR): "We must
make the Freshman AvneMbly
%volt. Resides doing their own
work, all the officers must work
as a team to make the Assembly
a success."

(Continued from Page 1)
said that altnough Dante may not
be widely read in America, he
is still a prominent part of our
heritage. He cited a sign in a New
Orleans’ restaurant: "Dante’s Infernoair conditioned."
More seriously, Dr. di Sorbello
proposed that Dante’s belief in a
God-ordained idea of a single ruling world authority was being
borne out today. He said that
World War I brought to an end
the "Age of Nations," that conquered nations had to be helped
on their feet again, and that
world-wide humanity became more
important than nationalism.
Dante was not a patriot because
he had rct foreseen the formation
of separate countries, but had
hoped instead for the unification
of all peoples under one religious
or political leader. Paradoxically,
it W3S Darte’s widely read literature which helped to standardize
the Italian language, and unify
the people of the peninsula, Dr.
di Sol t.ello said.
The 20th century Dantist said
that the poet should be remembered for being the first man to
dare describe the face of God
in letters. He commented that
Dante, in his corporeal descriptions
of the incorporeal, was not a
pagan idolater, but a poet. trying
to artistically portray man’s need
to commune with God.
Dr, di Sorbello praised the poet
for his daring and singularity and
oncluded his talk with a Dantean
quote: "No one will sail the sea
where my ship fares."

ASB Interviews
To Select 15
For Committees
ASB has scheduled interviews
for several ASB committee positions this week. All interviews
will be held at 2 p.m. in the College
Union.
The College Union Program
Board needs six members. Interviews will be held today.
Students interested in being
members should be experienced in
the workings of the College Union,
according to Frank Bardsley, program Board chairman.
The Program Board is charged
with the administration of the
programs of the College Union.
Interviews are also scheduled
today to choose three members
for the Orientation Committee,
which coordinates informal programs associated with each semester’s orientation program for
new students.
Interviews will be held tomorrow to select three members and
one chairman for the Inter-Cultural Steering Committee. This
committee coordinates cultural and
educational activities of related
campus organizations.
The ASB Human Relations Committee, which studies problems involving communications and human relationships on campus needs
two members. Interviews are
scheduled for Wednesday.

Circle K Club
To Sell Members
To Local Group
Circle K Club, service organization on campus. will hold a "Slave
Sale" and sell its members to the
downtown Kiwanis Club today.
The members will be auctioned
off to those Kiwanis that need
someone to work for them.
The members will work Saturday from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Circle K hopes to get between
$5 and $10 per man. Most of
the club’s 40 members will be sold.
Circle K is holding the slave
sale in order to promote better
relations with the downtown Kiwanis and to raise money to carry
out its future service projects.

LOWEST
Gas Prices in San Jose
Guaranteed Major Brand Gasoline

4th & William
13th & Julian

6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor

Four Locations to Serve You

Puritan Oil Co.

in front ol lite Spartt,11 ktookstme
ami ""
vet" StceelSparta Life is sailing for $1.75
for three issues - a 50 cent
savings.
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FRESHMAN REPRESENTATIVE
Responsible and Effective Representation
An Independent Candidate
With an Unbiased Vote
EFFIE RAGSAC
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COUNCIL:

Barry Brown

Challenge Exam

Freshman

Julie Ahlenus

Sophomore Hour
Slated Tomorrow

Freshman

Barry Turkus
Freshman

Karen Larsen

’BLUE CHIP’ DIVIDENDS

Freshman

For 119 years, Connecticut
Mutual Life has paid dividends to its policy !udders.
And CML dividends are
among the highest in the industry. This means you pay a
low net cost for CML’s Blue
Chip protection.

The ’Blue Chip’ Company
that’s low in net cost, too

ASSEMBL

Fred Fernandez SJS ’59

Wayne Christensen SCU ’63
Terry Florian SCU ’63

Freshman

Christy Cleary

Robert Quiel SJS ’59

Robert T. Heckley, C.L.U., General Agent
1671 The Alameda, Suite 311

294 5660

Y:

Glen Williams

So when you think insurance,
think Connecticut Mutual,
the "Blue Chip" Company
with low net cost.

Bernard Clinton SJS ’59

I

r********** ****** * ***** ******** ********

Campus Drive
For United Fund
Set at $15,061

Connecticut
Mutual Life
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To Appear on Campus

Monday. Octobet 18, l’.163.
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At SJS Gallery

Vocalists Open Series

Artist Shows Works
An exhibition of pi ints and
books by the American artist
Leonard Baskin will open Tues14

_

r..4

day, (Jct. ’26, at the SJS Art
Gallery. Included in the display are over 100 prints, two
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Insure Representation Uninfluenced by
Political Forces

VOTE INDEPENDENT
VOTE

RKHARD BATTIN
Freshman Representative
11111111111111111111 111111 ammo ounnumminumuminummonanomiumil
"Work of Art"
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASB CARD

Art Cleaners
One Day Service

391) E. Santa Clara
/IA fr, AMP)

itt. Jr. irODIX

293.1030
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A gentleman meets a miss
With an introduction
Having had good etiquotte
Through proper instruction

Notc if you want to meet
An enticing young lass
Make her acquaitarmce
By showing some class . . .
with
..glowerJ

Poie Marie

(THE campus florist)

8th & Santa Clara

CY 5-4321

wood blocks and one book printed on Baskin’s own press, Gehenna Press.
Baskin, artist -in-residence at
Smith College, exploits the
characteristics of graphic media. "His prints reveal directness, strength and texture,"
said John Hunter, assistant professor of art.
Traditional black and white
are essential to Baskin’s concept
of printmaking. In that respect
Baskin characterizes himself in
as following the traditions of
Goya.
HUMANISTIC TRADITION
"His is a proudly humanistic tradition. He has carved a
series of allegories of disaster,
of our conscience, and of our
time in which man reflects his
own destruction," said Hunter.
His involvement with the art
of the past is seen in the posthumous portraits of Goya, Rembrandt, Velasquez, and Blake.
He has collaborated with other
artists, notably Rico Lebrun.
In a series of illustrations for
Melville’s "Encantadas," Lebrun
made the design and Baskin cut
and printed it.
The works that will appear
in the SJS Art Gallery include
wood engravings, linoleum engravings, woodcuts, and etchings. Baskin will display works
created in 1951 to the present.
The sizes vary from a muscule
print designed as a bookplate,
to the door-sized "Man of Peace"
and "Hanged Man."
ATTENDED YALE
Now a resident of Northampton, Mass., Baskin was born in
New Jersey and attended the
Yale School of Fine Arts. He
completed his studies at the
New School for Social Research
in New York.
The exhibit in the SJS Art
Gallery is being circulated by
the Museum of Modern Art in
New York.
The Gallery, in the east wing
of the Art Building, is open fmm
9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through
Friday, and from 1:15 to 5 p.m.
Sundays during scheduled exhibitions. Admission is free.

What’s Brewing
In The
Attic?

Johnny Mathis, who has recorded 26
POPULAR SINGER
albums, will be in San Jose Civic Auditorium at 8:30 p.m. toMOCIOW.

Mathis To Perform
At Civic Auditorium
The Johnny Mathis Show will
be at San Jose Civic Auditorium,
San Carlos and Market Streets,
tomorrow at 8:30 p.m.
Mathis has recorded some 26
albums. Each has sold more
than one half million copies.
Born and raised in San Francisco, Mathis graduated from
George Washington High School
and attended San Francisco
State College. Starring in athletics his 6 ft. 5 ’AI in. high jump,

while a freshman, had sports
experts hailing Mathis as a future Olympic star.
The same year, however, a
talent scout heard him sing and
signed him to a contract with
Columbia.
He holds the record as the
only singer to have four albums
listed simultaneously as bestsellers on the national music
charts. His concert and night
club appearancpq are consistent
sellouts.

Curtain Goes Up
For’Pied Piper’
Beginning Nov. 11

Prof To Review
Work By Erasus
At Book Talk

By famous Hanover city . . .
Almost five hundred years ago,
To see the townsfolk suffer so
From vermin (RATS!) was a
pity .
.
The people to the mayor
In a body came. flocking: .
"Give your brains a racking
To find the remedy we’re
lacking
Or we will send you packing!’’
The mayor said that he would
think of something. And he did.
The story of the mayor’s solution is the tale of "The Pied
Piper."
"The Pied Piper," a play for
children of all ages, has been
adapted by Dr. Court aney
Brooks, professor of drama,
from Robert Browning’s poem.
The play will be presented by
the SJS Department of Drama
in the Studio Theater Nov. 11
and 13 at 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m.
It will be presented Nov. 12 at
4 p.m.
Music and mime for the SJS
production of "The Pied Piper"
are done by students Banda
Gey Lewis and William Keeler.

Dr. Albel t Porter. associate
professor of management, will
review "The Complaint of
Peace" by Erasus at the Book
Talk scheduled for 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday in Cafeteria rooms
A and B.
All staff and faculty members
are invited to attend weekly
xelks -ant -bring- their
lunches if they wish.

The San Jose Light Opera Association opens its 31st season
Friday and Saturday nights
with the popular musical, "My
Fair Lady," by Lerner and
Lowe.
Curtain time at the Montgomery Theater, Civic Auditorium, is 8:30 p.m. The musical will run Oct. 29-30 and
Nov. 5-6.
"My Fair Lady" is directed
by Arthur Conrad. Bob Russell
is musical director and Francesca Romanoff is choreographer.

Life insurance sales and
sales management for
graduating seniors. I will
be at Placement Center

Thursday, Oct. 28
All Day.
arry

"Right on Campus"

Di"

appeared frequently at San
Francisco night clubs.
The Gregory wit is quick and
funny. He presents his audience
with seam -splitting laugh-lines
that often have subtle messages
of seriousness.
"Once when I was in Mississippi," Gregory once told a night
club audience, "I walked into a
restaurant to get dinner. As
soon as the waitress saw me enter the room, she ran over to
"Sorry, sir," the waitress said,
"we don’t serve colored people
here."
"That’s all right," Gregory
came back, "I don’t eat colored
people; just give me chicken."
THERE’S JAZZ
The program returns to music
when the George Shearing Quintet appears here Thursday,
March 3. After his first arrangement of "September in
the Rain," Shearing enjoyed a
fast climb to success in the
world of jazz.
Since that time he has become a major composer-arranger
and leading recording artist.
Fans acclaim the Shearing style
for its rich melody and orchestration having that "something
subtle that makes it unique and
sophisticated."
CONCLUDES SEASON
Broadway’s leading man of
’’The Sound of Music," Theodore Bikel, concludes the Washington Square Series Thursday,
May 5. A world renowned folk
singer, Bikel also has been in
"The Defiant Ones" and the
movie version of "My Fair
Lady."
But Bikel is not limited to
stage and film. He is also a
folk singer, guitarist, author,
lecturer, photographer, politician, linguist and raconteur.
Tickets for Bikel’s appearance and other scheduled programs are available at the Student Affairs Business Office on
campus, Monday through Friday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

KSJS Schedule

KSJS-FM, 90.7 me, prcgramv
for today are:
5 p.m.Campus
5:40Lockheed Report
5 :-15Spa rtan Spect rum
6 p.m.Operation Moonstruck
6:15--B.R.C. World Report
6:30A Matter of Morals
7 p.m.Portrait in Jazz
8 p.m.Archives

SALE
BOOKS
UP TO 95/o OFF
Town and Country Village
Stevens Creek & Winchester
Open Evenings and Sunday

SHARON GILBERT
. . . featured soprano soloist
Soprano Solo, Chorus and Orchestra. The choir is directed
by William J. Erlendson, SJS
professor of music.
Poulenc’s composition was
written in 1959 and first presented to music audiences in
January of 1961 by the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, conducted
by Charles Musch.
Conducting the Santa Clara
Philharmonic Orchestra Friday
will be Dr. Gibson Walters,
chairman of the Music Department at SJS. Dr. Walters has
been associated with the orchestra since its formation in
1950. He is one of the founders
and served as concert master
until being appointed conductor
in 1960.
Dr. Walters will lead the orchestra in Sibelius’ Symphony
No. 4, Poulenc’s Gloria and Beethoven’s Overture to Egmont.

Now available for the first time, a life insurance policy that guarantees you the piivilege to purchase more insurance later in life without an
increase in cost due to age or physical conditionThis is the most
discussed insurance plan in America today. ...
’Ito, . .11(
’ -.".
;
By appointment only ... call oi wrtte:

2nd Floor
Vocizatens,

Sharon Gilbert, SJS senior
music major, will be feature
soprano soloist when the Santa
Clara Philharmonic Orchestra
presents the first concert of its
season Friday, 8 p.m., at Buchser Auditorium, 3000 Benton St.,
Santa Clara.
Miss Gilbert, a vocal student
of Frederiek C. Loadwick, SJS
assistant professor of music.
will sing with the college a
cappella choir in a performance
of Francis Poulenc’s Gloria for

Can You Qualify?
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
IF YOU’RE BETWEEN 15 & 35

AND PICTURES PLUS AN ASSORTMENT
OF PICTURE FRAMES
PICTURE FRAMES

S

SJS Singer
To Perform
In Concert

Lerner and Lowe’s
’My Far Lady’
Opens in San Jose

Opportunities

FALL ANNUAL ART SALE
BEGINNING TODAY
OCTOBER 18 THROUGH 22
FEATURING

By .SUSIE KANO
Campus Life Editor
Headliners for this year’s
Washington Square Pop Concert Series at SJS include folk
singers, the Back Porch Majority; Dick Gregory, comedian
and author of autobiography
’’Nigger;" George Shearing
Quintet and Theodore Bikel,
versatile Broadvvay and Hollywood performer.
Performances, sponsored by
the SJS Spartan Programs Committee, will be held at 8:15 p.m.
in the Men’s Gymnasium, corner
of San Carlos and Fourth
Streets. Students and faculty
members will be admitted at
$1.50 per person, while general
admission is $2.50.
Beginning Wednesday, Nov.
10, an evening of entertainment
will be provided by the new and
unusual folk singing sounds of
the Back Porch Majority.
MODERN SOUNDS
The talented seven vocalists,
four males and three females,
will present music described by
critics as "a combination of
folk music, ragtime spirit and
delight."
Stage and television personality, Dick Gregory, visits the
campus Thursday, Dec. 2. Gregory is known for his mastery at
contemporary satire and has

ra,I3oolts

YES
All Airlines
Have a Critical
Reservation Shortage
If you are planning to fly anywhere from DECEMBER 8th to
JANUARY 6th
RESERVE NOWPAY LATER
Air fares, round trip, ’n
$217.65
New York
217.65
Philadelphia
233.00
Washington, D.C.
249.50
Boston
168.72
Chicago
"All prices plus
U.S. Gov’t. Tax"
We have block space via
TWA and A.A.L. Jets deparfng Dec. 18, 9 a.m. to
New York and Chicago.
Return any day.
SPACE LIMITED
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCF
TELEPHONE RESERVATIONS
ACCEPTED
297-6000

’It

’

WILLIAM VVASSERMAN & ASSOCIATES/INSURANCE CONSULTANTS
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Telephone 327 5881

Don Davis
Son Jose Travel Service
223 S. First St., Son Jose
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Spa’ tan Squads
Battle Stanford
In Five Meets

Early TDs Decisive

Other than the football squad,
it’s Stanford week for Spartan
fall athletic teams this week with
five meets against the Indians
scheduled.
The footballers -- who already
had their Stanford week to the
tune of a 26-6 defeat earlier in the
season- travel to Tucson for a
Saturday night contest with the
University of Arizona.
The biggest of the Stanford contests will be a water polo encounter Friday night in the Spartan
pool. Both the SJS and Indian
squads are among the best in the
nation.
Along with this the frosh poloists meet a loaded Stanford Papoose squad Friday night.
The meet cmss-country coach
Mery Smith has been waiting for
all sea.son comes Saturday when
his gutty harriers face the Indians in Palo Alto. Last year the
Indians shaded the Spartans by
one point for SJS’ only dual-meet
loss of the season.
For soccer. the Stanford match
is on Wednesday, while the booters meet San Francisco State Saturday to complete a busy week.
After meeting the Stanford
Braves last weekend, the freshman gridders tackle the highlytouted Stanford frosh on Saturday.

Athletic Director
Receives Ph.D.

Frosh Griciclers
SJS Beats ASU Lose to Braves

For First Victory

A tired -up SJS football squad

Rich Tatley kicked the first
of three successful conventions
to put SJS in front 7-0.

bolted for three touchdowns In
the first quarter and their held

Three minutes later the defense forced a SIM Devil punt.
On the third play for the Spartans, Berry faked perfectly into
the line and then found Harry
Kellogg wide open for a 5.S-yard
t
brims n paws.

on to win its find game of the
year 21-14 over Arizona State
Saturday night at Spartan Stadium.
The Sun Devils’ offense dom’mated the remaining three (marters but were over-shadowed by
a stubborn Spartan tlefense that
stiffened tittle after time when
A141’ threatened.
With quarterback Ken Berry
leading the attack, the home
trans marched 66 yards ha 13
plays early in the first quarter
avith fullback Charley liarrartay
running off left tackle for the
final nine and the seore. Marrawav picked up 37 yards on the
ground during the drive.

One minute later, defensive
end Martin Baccaglio intercepted a desperation ASII’ pass on
the visitors’ four-yard line and
scored to put the winners ahead
21-0.
Berry suffered a concussion in
the second period and the SJS
offense was ineffective thereafter. The Spartan defense took
oser and stopped the Devils four
times in the fourth quarter deep
In SJS territory.

*

*

*

ATTENTION!

FAMILY LAUNDRY and
DRY CLEANING SERVICE

Independent "B" Standings
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Moulder Hail
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ment matches which were rained
r)ut Thursday will be played todirector

Unruh also announced that pairtwo-man volleyball

tourney are listed on the intramural bulletin board.

ly any 8th to

Dan Anderson tallied from two
yards out and Tetley converted.
Moments later Gary Shnoni in
tercepted a Stanford pass and with
two seconds left, Tetley booted
With the score 16-10 in the a 38 yard field goal to tle the
fourth quarter, the Spartababes contest.
had to punt from their own terriThe Spartababes rallied again
tory. The frosh were minus a punt- late in the final period and behind
er but had borrowed Rich Tatley 23-10. Led by quarterback Bill
from the SJS varsity, which is Munson’s passing and fullback Jeff
legitimate because the Sparta- Baker’s running, the trash began
babes were playing a junior varsi- penetrating the Braves’ defense.
ty squad.
Halfback Dave Harris hit flankTatley’s attempted punt from er Dave Mercer on a 63 yard
the a wk ward formation was pass play that set up the Spartans’
blocked by the Braves’ John Beck- last score.
nell and the loose ball was gathOn third down, Munson spotted
ered up by Leon Hartvickson who Mercer in the clear from nine
rambled 21 yards for the clinching yards out for six points.
score.
Stanford ran out the clock beThe Spartababes fought back fore the frosh could get their
from deficits twice only to fall hands on the ball again.
short on their last attempt.
Munson completed seven out of
Trailing 10-0 with only 1:53 re- 13 passes for 56 yards. Baker and
maining in the first half, halfback Anderson received praise from
coach John Webb for their rushing.

POTENTIAL SWIMMERS
Potential members of the
Spartan Nat’l
bag team are
urged to attend a teans meeting
this afternoon at 3:30 in MG201
according to coach Torn O’Neill.
Swimmers or divers who are
out for waiter polo are excused
from the organizational meeting according to the coach.

the books as forfeit wins for their
opponents.
Thursday’s play produced one
major upset, as Sigma Chi shook
off the afternoon rain to nip previously undefeated DU 7-6.
SAE and ATO continued in their
unbeaten ways. SAE battered winless Lambda Chi Alpha 19-0, while
the Taus stomped Sig Ep 33-0.
Bill Ardis’ three touchdown passes
highlighted the latter contest.
In the only other game played
Theta Chi and Delta Sigma Phi
fought to a 0-0 deadlock. It was
the thini straight tie for Theta
Chi, which has yet to lose.

SJS Five Eyes Experience
As Key to Better Season
The SJS basketball team began
practice Friday and coach Stu
Inman is ’minting to depth and
experience in hopes to land a more
positive final season record.

him by as much as ii() pounds.
Three candidates for center. depending on whether Inman has
Terrantts at forward or center.
are 6-9 transfer Clarence Denier,
For the last three years the 6-9 Bruce Beutler. :Ind 6-5 Bill
SJS five ha.s posted a 14-10 win- Higgins.
loss mark and have )4t. along with
the other teams in the West Coast
Athletic Conference, to pull the
mat out from under perennial
champion USF.
Six lettermen return to the
Spartan quintet including last
year’s four top scorers. This gives
basketballers reasonable experience at all positions.
Inman feels his team could develop into a good shooting squad
based mainly on the front three
players; forwards S. T. Saffold
115.6i, Pete Newell (14.1) and
Frank Terrantts (11.0).
"We will be above average as
far as speed goes but only average in the height category," said
Inman.
Although Terrantts, who played
center the second half of the season, is only 6-6, he handled himself adequately among taller opponents, some who out-weighed

LET’S GO SKIN DIVING!

The Finest . . .
mon
Fish & Chip,
Pork Pies
Sausage

DRINK

dry cleaned and pressed

Custom Cleaners
481 E. San Carlos
between 10th and I Ith Sts.

The Spartans gymnasts also
have received invitations to the
Sacramento State Invitational and
the UCLA Invitational.
SJS has its own invitational
meet Dec. 10.
Top dual meet attractions include Western Athletic Conference
foes Arizona State University and
Brigham Young University.

535 E. Santa Clara St. ONLY
This coupon, and $1.19 is good for a complete, delicious Family Night Dinner (regularly $1.59 and a bargain at that!), each
Monday, Tuesday and ’Wednesday through
Oct. 27. Remeniber ... offer expires Oct.
27! Coupon good at Spisey’s 535 E. Santa
Clara St., only.

-9-lineer!""eiren’orWa"t""ror"
SPIVEY’S
3 QUESTIONS

BUY INSURANCE

2. Will you have immediate
cash values?
3. Will you have professional
services available to assist
in your over-all financial
objectives?

ENTERTAINMENT

Write or call for information

The
-I louse

Dan Hitchcock SJS ’59

BENEFIT LIFE

Larry Nelson SFS ’62

715 North First Street
Suite 35

Tom Fields SJS ’65

San Jose 297-2738

Duke of York Pub
577 W. Alma

Call 297-9920

Peninsula 968-6816

Spartan Daily Classifieds
VOTE MONICA THOMPSON FOR
FROSH REP!
WOULD ANYONE WHO SAW THE
ACCIDENT AT THE CORNER OF 4th
& WILLIAMS FRI. OCT. I, 1965 PLEASE
CALL 295-8094.
SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL POLICE Do
your part to combat crime. rs.
ALPHA ETA SIGMA. Dues pay. at Student Affairs Office by Oct, 21,

IMMEDIATELY. Several openings for students who can apply 8-15 hrs. per wk. tc
saleswork. Full supervision & training. All
materials furnished. Spec. scholarship
program for those who qualify. Comm.
earnings average $60 or more weekly.
Should have own trans. Call 286-4745 for
aPPL
MALE OR FEMALE, FULL OR PART
TIME. Sell Holiday Magic cosmetics. High
comm. Call Mr. Kowal, 266-5650 or
948-5540.
DLX. STUDIO APT. $75 rno. 659 S. 9th
Call Mr. Deaver after 6.

GIRLS--Don’t Let Your Boys Go Alone
We
)AYS
"KJ
"JrIS

give

nationally

certified

group

instructions

with equipment furnished.

* Join Our Sat. Beach & Dive Party

ti

77 N. 27th Stinet

298-2156

WE HAVE EVERYTHING FOR THE SKIN DIVER
$14.,e

96

Special

55

SAN JOSE DIVERS SERVICE

Service
ei

*

Golden West Cleaners
21 S. 3rd Street

29241052

PERSONALS (71
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMANENT. BY REGISTERED ELECTRCILcr Mr,. A. I. Nentelle.,No
OGISTS.
oblige. Call 294-4499.

HOUSING IS)

SERVICES (81
TYPING SERVICE - East San base
258-4335.
AUTO INSURANCE FOR STUDEES
Chet Bailey. 286-5386. 449 W. Aan
Carlos.

SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS. Boys orSis.
Sewing, fitting, designing and tail
g.
292-7861.
st:
MARRIED COUPLE. Apt. in home. Share EXPERT TYPING. All kinds. Reasonlible.
kit. Grge. 253 S. 16th. 293-0831. Mar- Phone 294.3772. 9.6.

CLASSIFIED RATES

HELP WANTfD (41
Regularly

ROOMMATE WANTED. 30 days {rue
rent. No deposit. No clean. chg. 1/2.blk.
SJS. $37.50 per mo. Ph. 295-29/7.

TRANSPORTATION (9)
FURN. APT. & 2 Bdrm. For 3 & 4. f40
& 5100. W.G./pd. WW/cpt. Drps. AEK. RIDERS WANTED OR FORM CAR
’64 SPRITE. A-I cord. Five new tires. 540 Spring. 292.6186.
POOL FROM FREMONT AREA. .797Must sell before Nov. I. $1275 or best
1 MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. 21-25. 7596.
offer. Ann 251-2896.
Nr. SJS. 294-1437 aft. 6.
’57 VOLVO. Runs good. $350. 780 UNAPPD. HOUSE. Female Students. Rm.
To place an ad:
S. 9th #3. 297-0808.
& bd. $80 mo. 565 S. 5th. 286-4331.
’63 M. R/H. Exc. cond. $1300. Call FURS. STUDIO APT. 74 S. 8th. $80 mo.
Call at
Call 298-1429 aft. 4 pm.
Kevin, 293-9582.
Classified Adv. Office -J286
HONDA C 110. 50cc. Perfect cond. FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Share
Must sell. $160. 620 S. 9th #I5.
unappd. 2 bdrm. apt. 560 S. 10th. 269Daily
RENAULT DAUPHINE. Esc. cond. Reels. 9304.
price. Time pay. if desired. Owner SJS NEW, BIG, QUIET! Uneppd. apts. 2
10:30-3:30
sco-ed now in France on State College bdrrn. Furn. W/sundeck. soundproofing.
Send in handy order blank. Encfose
overseas study program. 295.5729.
$40.$60 each. 148 E. Williams at 4th.
cash or check. Male check out to
’56 FORD. Auto. R/H. $125 or best offer. 297.0518.
Gd. cond. 294.1671. Don.
YOUNG
PROFESSIONAL WOMAN Spettan Daily Classifieds.
’58 CHEV. CONVERT. Good cond. Must WISHES TO SHARE 2 BDRM. W/SAME.
Phone 294-6414, Eat. 2465
293.9215.
sell! Make nffer. 297.4893.
’63 HONDA. Trail SS. Best offer takes it.
Phone EL 4-8097 aft. 6.
VW ’62. Esc. cond. R/H. Extras. $995.
To buy, sell, rent or
269.7652.
announce a n yth i ng,
Minimum
’63 VV/. R/H. Exc. cond. $1300. Call
Two lines One tIme Three times Five times
just fill out and clip
Kevin, 293-9582.
One time 50c a line 25c a line 20c a line
this handy order
2 lines
$1.00
$1.50
52.00
FOR SALE Ill
blank.

MOTORCYCLE TIRES. One 4.00x 18
Dunlop K-70 new. One 4.00xI9 Goodyear
used. $15. 297-9211.
SPEED, CUSTOM EQUIP. For Falcon,
Mustang, Comet. 6.cyl. 736-4300.
ONE WEEK SPECIAL. Oct. 18.23. IS%
diic. Stewart-Warner instrument & gauges.
Acme Speedometer Service Co., 2221
Stevens Croak Blvd. 298.3015.
REMINGTON PORTABLE TYPEWRITER.
13S. Phone 225 4246 after 6.

icagO.

PINK DIAMOND APTS. 686 S. 8th. Unppd. Blue Chip stamps for prompt payment of rent. See Mgr. apt. 19. IsCWSat.-Sun.

MEN. Rooms, kitchen privileges. Single,
double. Phone 295-5305.
LUXURY ALMOST NEW 2 DORM. APT.
1/2 blk. SJS. $120 mo. 292-9400.
MALE ROOMMATE(S). Unappd. apt.
529 S. 10th #8 aft. 4 any day.
2 ROOM APT. Elec. paid. $60 to $70
mo. 511 S. 7th. Call 294-9686.

AUTOMOTIVE IV

SMITH -CORONA PORT. TYPE. $30. Violin $90. Good cond. 286.6229.

.m. to

TOM FIELDS
MUTUAL

TAPE RECORDER. SONY 600. Call 2865035 morns. or late eves.

ts de -

_

TO ASK WHEN YOU

BIKE. 10 spd. Derailer. W/basket. $40.
298-6709 eft. 2:30.

:e via

293-2920
_ .

535 E. Santa Clara St.

owners can say yes.

Gym Squad Sets
Meets for ’65-66

Coach Clair Jennett’s Spartans
begin the season Nov. 27 at the
Western Open. It is in San Francisco with the S.F. State Gators
hosting the meet.

twSpitv.46, SPECIAL FOR

,ciox CLIP THIS COUPON

Mutual Benefit policy

15r Beer
Mon., Wed.

’64 FALCON FUTURA 6. Auto. R/H.
Exc. cond. 426-2831. Eves. & wkeds.
’65 JAWA. 175cc. Czech. Quasi. Econ.
$275. Family oblig. 294-3957.
’59 AUSTIN HEALEY. 4 seater. Conv.
hdtp, $1095. EL 4-1054 morns.
’58 VW. Exc. cond. $600. Aft. 6. Call
297-5324.
’61 VW SEDAN. Esc. cond. $795. Phone
SJS’ gymnastics squad has an 286-0883.
attractive 14 meet schedule for the ’54 AUSTIN HEALEY. Very good c-c7nd
$695 or offer. 286.0883.
1965-66 season.

r217.65
217.65
233.00
249.50
168.72

97 8000

PANTS 50’

I. Will you share in the
profits of the company?

ANNOUNCEMENTS III

This Week’s Dry Cleaning Special ...
Men’s and Women’s Sweaters

LET’S GET IN THE SWIM

_ATER

to

Dan

rector of intramural athletics.
The team’s stunning ties with
Delta Upsilon 10-01, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon 16-61 and Alpha Tau
Omega (0-01 will therefore go on

_
Special

A blocked punt from laeld goal
formation gave the Stanford junior
varsity the decisive score as the
Braves defeated the SJS frosh
23-16 Friday in Spartan Stadium.

Greek Grid Squad Dropped
For Using Ineligible Players

Sigma Nu, the surprise team
of the fraternity football league
this season, has been dropped from
the league for using ineligible playBob Brunzan, SJS athletic di- ers, according to Dan Unruh, director and professor of physical
education, received the Doctor of
Fraternity Standings
Education Degree earlier this
month from Stanford University.
W
L
T
Bronzan, who was Spartan foot5
0
0
ball coach from 1950-57, currently ATO
4
0
0
is the national chairman of the SAE
4
I
0
United States Track and Field DI’
2
0
3
Federation (USTFF) Finance TChl
2
I
1
Committee and a member of the DSP
2
I
I
nine-man National Joint Commit- SChl
1
3
I
tee on Physical Education and Sig Ep
SP’
0
4
0
Athletics.
0
5
0
He is also a member of the LCA
National Association of Collegiate
Director of Athletics’ executive
Independent "A" Standings
council and chairman of that
W
L
T
group’s membership committee.
5 --Bs-- 0
His doctoral dissertation was nem,
3
0
1
entitled "The Attitudes of Certain Me and Them
3
1
0
University Publics Toward the Red Horde
I
1
2
Contributions of the Intercolle- SAE No. 2
2
2
0
giate Football Program to Gen- KC All-Stars
1
2
1
Sig Ep No. 2
eral Education."
I
3
1
Blue Flame
It
3
1
DU No. 2

hinter

SPARTAN DATLY-5

EXPER. PART-TIME WAITER OVER 21.
restaurant. $1.25/hr. plus
hp.. Call 960.1040 morn..
OUR 18 part-time men average $3.50
per hr. in commissions taking orders for
Fuher bri.oh & delivering. Have opening
in Cambrian Park, Campbell. Los Gatos,
& Saratoga. 269.8010.
ROOM, BOARD AND SALARY FOR
GIRL. Par+ time work (10 a.m.1,30 p.m.)
in nursery school. Phone 286-0883.

Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIFDS,
1206. Sari Jose State
College, San lose 14,
Calif.

3 lines

1.50

2.25

3.00

4 lines

2.00

3.00

4.00

5 lines
Add this
amount tor
each additional line

2.50

3.75

5.00

.50

.75

1.00

-

r

Print year ad here:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each LIM)
CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
f

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
for Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
Lost and found (6)
0 Personals (1)
0 Services (8)
Transportation (9)

Nona
Run
Starting Date

IN
SD

Address
(No. of days) frelose

Phone

Monday, October 18, 1985

ftSPARTAN DAILY

Ig-twr
tg

Spartan

F

SWEEPSTAKES
112 S. 2nd Street
at San Fernando

"Smock
Smock!"
... Steve Allen (almost)
ARTISTS’ SMOCKS
53.95
Reg. $4.95 & $5.95
Heavy cotton made to last 8 semesters or 4 years. Washable! 3
huge pockets. Small, medium,
large, extra large.

$11.43

lASZA

AN JOSE PAINT
1
I
1 AND WALLPAPER CO.

SAN FRANCISCO/761-0818
OAKLAND/835-2555
LOS ANGELES/776-0125
HOLLYWOOD-BURBANK/787-4750, 246-8437
OR YOUR TRAVEL AGENT
SAN DIEGO/298-4or I

Q

....-

Gas Prices in San Jose

k

&

13th

William
& Julian

6th

&

FROM WARNER BROS.

Keyes

10th &

Taylor

4

Premiere Performances 4 Times only
October 20 and 21, 1965
[ TI CkrE IBS )F( 0. oRF pi la R2 TBEyE CaELA T S

Four Locations to Serve You

Free Parking

4

7

---1
NO RESERVED SEATS 1

Artistic Director and Conductor, Herbert von Karajan
P oduction Designed and Directed by Franco Zeffirelli

N

PURITAN OIL CO.

’41

Ei

UA Theatre Downtown
CY 3-1953

___

b
U.

....- .T.T

-,-.T.T.T.T.Tiv.

PRODUCTION OF PUCCINI’S

---TECHNICOLOR
4th

I

X’
-. ....?.....--4...vv-_,-

LA soda
LA BOIIIEME

Guaranteed Major Branri Gasoline

all010

,s-TivisoimpowegniP"..

,-,

...v-

N

light pthalocyanin,
Payne’s GRAY,
GREEN chromium oxide GREEN, ultramarine BLUE, burnt umber TAN.

707 FAN .JETS

THE

LOWEST

0

zu1101%

Now ... all ’’Super Electra- flights

.......-,

AN ENTERTAINMENT EVENT
OF MAJOR IMPORTANCE:

Discover SAN JOSE PAINT

LPSA Still the Lowest
Jet-Powered Fare to
Los Angeles

.......,........,-.,-

lainffitatii

...c.....ecor.e..c.cs: co..7.7.4..." .......e.szeze...ezorocr

k

....J.....

......T.T.,- _T....v.

...v-

.....z.

g
WHY /.

MICROPOINT
INKSTICK
SPECIAL

P/ t.

(PP1?

Latest Arrival!
"The Stevenson Wit and Wisdom"
(Adlai)

or 49e

DIAMOND SALE

for llir fir -4 (me and

lir -cri slid pen.

cpaPtan geckftoPe
’RIGHT ON CAMPJS

lis Paul Steiner
lteiraii,e flier.%

Fiudson’s has the right
priced diamonds for you.
Whether you’re looking for
a diamond ring or would
like to have a special setting made, Hudson’s can
do it, within your budget.

10e
fisr

///1,, (

Oh’ Ill II,1 pe

Ille Sp:Irian I
Nriss

they ran

I 1 milli(

a

jug id’

Tin", sky Piire for !licit.

CAL BOOK

ei Hos% era party,.
If /wit you

ne,c1 nzoney

brown in

295-0567

275 S. 1st St.

illiir

qiiirrids.

Spartan

yinir

Classifieds!

134 E.

Sdll

rI

Fernando

Oren ill:30 a.m.-I :311 p.m. NIon. thrii Fri.
.1-2(16
r
-1"

JOHNNY’S

One of ()ur

NO BONE
STEAK HOUSE

Etter Expanding

610 COLEMAN AVENUE
1 Block South of W. Taylor

Departments:

At

OFFER GOOD EVERY DAY
All Steaks 100. Guaranteed
Open Daily 5 p.m. to 10 p.m. and also
Lunch served 11:30 to 1:30, Mon. through Fri.

50c

From cleaning windshields to complete engine overhuuls. Silva Service is there to
help you.

Teachers Aids
ko6ePt-3

Includs: Idaho baked Potato or French Fries,
Cheese Sauce, Sour Cream or Creamery Butter, Hot Bread & Butter, Mushroom Sauce, and Relishes.

Silva the Magic Word is

* Tune-up

Open Tonight

On tenth across

Until 9 p.m.

from the men’s dorm

One Medium Cheese
PIZZA

* Nationally Known

* Brakes

Gasoline at dis-

* Wheel Alignment

count prices

* Lubrication
* Carburetion

Today Only

* All Major Brands
of Oil

Open 4 to 12 Daily
Until 2 a.m. weekends

Credit Cards Welcome
785.4thSt

SILVA SERVICE

late for Class?

-4%

.1:41:0-.0--/-

SERVICE

1/3 LB. STEAK DINNER

$1.25

..#7.4.07.,--1"."7.0-

We Also Deliver
295-8968

We’ll Park If for You

k\N

Cuggmo’s Pizza
862 North 13th

292-8119

0
Spartan

ENTRY BLANK

Sweepstakes

ENTRY BLANK

1

ROUND-TRIP FLIGHT TO
LOS ANGELES BY
PRIZEPEA
/ 2 7 FAN JETS

RUNNER-UP
PRIZES

TICKETS TO
UNITED ARTIST THEATER

A DDRESS

PHONE

You Enter This

Week’s Sweepstake Contest

I. Study +he Sweepstakes Rhyme. Then read the copy in each advertisement. Indicate in
the space on the entry blank the advertiser’s name you think is most closely related to the
rhyme.

AS8 CARD NO.
ADVERTISER
TIE-BREAKER QUESTION:
What will be +he total yards gained by
both teams in the SJS vs. U. of Arizona
game?

Rhyme

Old Mother Hubbard went to the cupboard to get her poor dog
a bone.

But when she got there the cupboard was bare.

CONTEST RULES
I. Only currently enrolled San Jose State College students may enter.
2. Students are limited to one entry per person.

NAME
Here’s How

Sweepstakes

2. Complete your entry blank by printing your name, address, phone number, and ASB number. Answer the Tie -Breaker question on the entry blank.
3. Bring your entry to room J206 in the Journalism and Advertising Building between 10:30
a.m. and 3:30 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday. No entry will be accepted after
3:30 p.m. on Wednesday. Do not mail your entry.
4. Woital for the announcement of winners in next WPA’S Spartan Daily. Do not call or come
to the Spartan Daily office to find out the week’s winner. The winners will be notified.

3. All entries become the property of the Spartan Daily.
4. The Spartan Daily and/or San Jose State College is no+ responsible for
entries
+hat are lost or stolen.
5. An entry must be filled out completely with no erasures in order to be considered
by the judges.
6. In the event that two or more enfries have the correct advertiser’s name, the contestant who comes closest to the tie -breaker question will be the winner. If the tiebreaker game is canceled a special run-off contest will be held.
7. All complimentary flight passes awarded on Pacific Southwest Airlines expire on

any

June 30, 1966.
8. The Spartan Daily reserves +he right +0 correct errors, to extend deadlines and to
make necessary additions or corrections of these rules.
9. Persons designated by the Spartan Daily shall constitute the panel of judges.
Their decisions shall be final regarding both determination of prize winners or
deciding on disqualification for any reason of entrants.
10 Entry submission signifies entrant’s acceptance of all contest rules and acceptance
of the judges’ decisions.

